
Work History

Unemployed

Naoki
Taba

Contact

Address
Hachioji, Tokyo 1920054

Phone
0944061157

E-mail
naokytaba@gmail.com

Skills

Fast learner

Teamworker

Openminded

Software

Microsoft word

Microsoft excel

Phl

Python

Languages

English

Professional Working

Spanish

Native or Bilingual

To seek and maintain full-time position that offers professional
challenges utilizing interpersonal skills, excellent time management and
problem-solving skills. Organized and dependable candidate successful
at managing multiple priorities with a positive attitude. Willingness to
take on added responsibilities to meet team goals.

Liquor Store
Samaniego Sac, Lima, Callao

Received payments by cash, credit and personal
check and remitted correct change.
Educated customers on different promotions, spirits
and wines to facilitate buying decisions.
Denied alcoholic sales to intoxicated customers and
contacted management immediately when issues
escalated.
Answered customer questions about products and
services, helped locate merchandise, and promoted
key items.

2018-01 -
2019-07

Production and Manufacturing
Self Business, Lima, Lima

Calibrated machines to maintain required
productivity levels and adherence to quality
standards.
Examined incoming materials and compared to
documentation for accuracy and quality.
Organized work to meet demanding production
goals.
Sealing and separation of precisely 5kg of cat sand
in plastic bag.
Logistics and marketing of the company.

2019-01 -
2021-10

Radiator Hose Manufacturing
Tokyo Gomu, Fujisawa, Kanagawa

Followed outlined specifications to implement
assembly plans.
Completed durable assemblies and subassemblies
with hand and power tools.
Conducted quality assurance inspections on finished

2021-04 -
2023-02



Japanese

Native or Bilingual

Portuguese

Professional Working

components and identified issues.
Assembled components with minimal supervision,
exceeding expected project milestones.

Try Arts
Try Arts, Osaka, Osaka

Completed assigned tasks quickly to decrease
production time.
Followed detailed assembly instructions, processes,
and procedures.

Set up event facilities and equipment, cleaned
areas, and organized supplies.
Performed post-event tasks such as breaking down
areas, removing trash, and cleaning facilities.

2022-12 -
2023-11

Tobacco Leaf Processer
Japan Agriculture, Miyakojima, Okinawa

Handled and moved various plants and produce
using tractors and wheelbarrows.
Measured, weighed and tracked ingredients used in
Type laboratory.
Worked effectively in fast-paced environments.
Completed hands-on crop production work for
large-scale commercial cultivation operation.

2023-02 -
2023-05

Various Part Time
Taimii, Osaka, Osaka
This is an japanese app that allows you to work hand
cash paid part time jobs for single days or repeated
occasions
Experience in:
-sushi restaurant
-sorting of parcels and mails correspondence
-unloading comercial trucks
-construction job
- and more other phisical strength jobs

2023-07 -
2023-12

Post Mail Center
Sagawa Express, Osaka, Osaka

Reviewed incoming mail for proper date, postage

2023-08 -
2023-11



Education

and barcode scans.
Used automated mail processing equipment to sort
and collate mail.
Facilitated trailer loading by sorting mail and
transferring by forklift.
Diagnosed unclear or unrecognized barcodes,
documenting and communicating errors prior to
resolving issue.
Checked for correct postage and address on mail,
packages and parcels to avoid sending to wrong
recipient.
Utilized physical strength to move mail and
packages of varying sizes and weights.

High School: School
La Union - Lima

2007-01 -
2017-12

None: Programing Language Python
Udemy - Online

2022-07 -
2022-11


